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**Abstract**—Balanced Antipodal Vivaldi Antennas (BAVAs) have been recently proposed for ultra-wideband (UWB) microwave imaging in medical applications such as breast cancer detection. This paper presents a modified design that allows the use of wideband BAVAs in microwave tomography, where the frequency range of interest is significantly lower than the UWB range down to 1 GHz. The performance of the antenna is evaluated using full-wave electromagnetic simulations.
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**I. INTRODUCTION**

Near-field microwave imaging (MWI) methodologies for exploring the inner structure of the human body have been of growing interest recently. For example, microwave based approaches have been employed for the heart, bones and breast imaging [1]-[3], where the dielectric properties of breast tissues at microwave frequencies is identified as the key source of motivation behind MWI techniques [4]. In breast cancer applications, several research papers [5]-[14] outline the fact that the MWI is a low cost, nonionizing and quantitative (3-D) imaging modality that is promising not only for early detection of tumours, but also for monitoring the changes occurring in the breast tissues. Beamforming MWI approaches use a short time pulse at ultra-wideband (UWB) frequencies to illuminate the object under study (e.g. breast) using one or multiple antennas, and the reflected signals are then used to construct an image that locates areas of strong backscattered signal [9]. Microwave tomography uses lower frequencies to reconstruct the imaging domain of interest via a solution to the inverse scattering problem, resulting in a spatial distribution of the dielectric properties of material throughout the volume of the object (breast in the case of breast imaging).

An important aspect of all MWI approaches is the use of a suitable antenna element or array, which can obtain reliable sensing of the signals reflected from and transmitted through the interrogated tissue. Suitable antenna candidate should be characteristically compact for ease of placement around the breast, and must also be compatible with the imaging prototype configuration [15]. In microwave tomography, the choice of antenna will dictate the range of employed frequencies and the number of elements in the setup, which in turn affect the ill-posedness of the inverse scattering problem, the computational efficiency of the imaging algorithm, and thus the quality of the resulting images.

The Balanced Antipodal Vivaldi Antenna has been introduced in [16] for UWB breast imaging, and has been shown to exhibit low reflections from the feed and a compact profile. BAVAs feature end-fire pattern and can be made more directive by introducing an additional piece of higher permittivity element (Director) in the antenna aperture [16]. This director enables the BAVA to focus the radiated energy in the end-fire direction in the near-field region.

The BAVA designs proposed in [16] operate in the UWB frequency range (3-10 GHz), which is not useful in microwave tomography due to low penetration depth and the increased ill-posedness of the inverse scattering problem in the UWB frequency range. Thus the purpose of this paper is to introduce a novel BAVA design that can accommodate the lower frequency range used in microwave tomography (down to 1 GHz), and at the same time retain the attractive features of the BAVA design. The proposed design criteria include good focusing in the near field and wideband operation, which allows the advantageous use of multiple-frequencies in the reconstruction process [13].

**II. DESIGN DETAILS**

A. BAVA Geometry

BAVA under study is depicted in Figure 1, where the top view of the antenna is shown. It consists of three metal components and two substrate layers, two metal components serve as ground planes while the middle patch is the active conducting component. The dimensions for this design are 75 mm * 100 mm * 3 mm, plus the ground and patch thickness which has been kept at 0.035 mm. The antenna is fed through an SMA connector which is followed by a gradual transition from stripline to tristripline. The conductor width increases linearly in the transition region, whereas the ground width decreases exponentially. This results in constant impedance. The tristrip is extended for a short distance, after which the ground and conductor start to flare exponentially in opposite directions resulting in antenna aperture.
B. Materials and Parameters

The proposed BAVA has two substrate layers of (Rogers Corporation, CST, USA) RT/duroid 6002 with relative permittivity 2.94, the metallic components are annealed copper and the antenna under study is excited by a coaxial waveguide port with SMA connector. The material chosen for the director of BAVA is Rogers TMM6 with relative permittivity equal to 6. The ground plane and patch have same profile curves but in opposite direction with respect to each other. The ground planes are exposed whereas the patch is sandwiched between two substrate layers. The exponential equations are given below:

\[ Z = \pm A \cdot e^{P \cdot (x - B)} + C \quad (1) \]

The design parameters of the geometry of BAVA under study are given in table 1. The parameters can be classified into separate categories based upon their functionalities; L and W are the length and width parameters, the aperture parameters include aperture length \( L_a = 50 \text{ mm} \) and aperture width \( W_a = 26 \text{ mm} \). The transition parameters comprise of ground width of stripline \( W_g = 10 \text{ mm} \), width of tristrip \( W_{ts} = 2.24 \text{ mm} \), strip width of stripline \( W_s = 2 \text{ mm} \), transition length \( L_t = 23 \text{ mm} \), the tristrip length \( L_{ts} = 1 \text{ mm} \). \( P_t = 0.15 \) is the magnification factor for the transition curve, \( P_f = 0.4 \) is the magnification factor for the flare curve and \( P_a = 0.05 \) is the magnification factor for the aperture curve. \( A_f, A_a \text{ and } A_t \) are the scaling factors for the flare, aperture and transition curves respectively, with their parametric relations given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curve</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( E_t )</td>
<td>( \frac{W_{ts} - W_g}{2 \cdot (\exp(P_t \cdot L_t) - 1)} )</td>
<td>( P_t )</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_f )</td>
<td>( A_f )</td>
<td>( P_f )</td>
<td>( L_t + L_{ts} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_a )</td>
<td>( \frac{W_{ts} + W_a}{2 \cdot (\exp(P_a \cdot L_a) - 1)} )</td>
<td>( P_a )</td>
<td>( L_t + L_{ts} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Design Parameters of BAVA

III. RESULTS

The antenna is designed and simulated in CST\textsuperscript{TM} Microwave Studio. The layouts of BAVA and BAVA-D are shown in figure 2.

A. Return Loss

As argued in the introduction, this antenna has been designed to operate in the microwave tomography frequency range from 0.5 to 4 GHz. The cutoff frequency for BAVA in free space is 0.99 GHz where reflection below -10 dB is achieved. The BAVA with a director in free space as well as BAVA immersed in water have also been simulated and their respective \( S_{11} \) parameters are depicted in Figure 3. For the BAVA immersed in water, the first resonance occurs at 0.5 GHz. All three antennas exhibit wideband behavior and can be used in the desired frequency range. Water as an immersion has been considered just to observe what effect an immersion medium will bring on the resonance frequency of the antenna.

B. NearField Plots

Nearfield radiation is of critical importance in MWI, and thus electric and magnetic field plots of the proposed BAVA and BAVA-D are given below. Figure 4a and 4b depict the electric field plots for the BAVA and BAVA-D designs in free space for the x-z plane in Figure 2. The depicted nearfield plots correspond to a frequency of 1.1 GHz, which is within the range most commonly used in microwave tomography. Similarly magnetic field plots for BAVA and BAVA-D in free space are depicted in Figures 4c and 4d. The electric field radiation is not very focused at 1.1 GHz, however a visible difference between the focusing in the presence and the absence of director can be observed. The focusing improves as
the frequency increases, which is primarily due to the fact that the end-fire pattern doesn’t exist at the lower frequencies, but as the frequency is increased a better radiation in the end-fire pattern is achieved. The dielectric loading attenuates the fields due to the dielectric losses, dielectric such as water (high permittivity) has shown substantial amount of loss.

C. FarField Plots

The far-field radiation patterns of the BAVA and BAVA-D are plotted on the E-plane in Figure 5a and 5b. It is observed that at low frequencies the director effect on antenna directivity is not profound; however, at higher frequencies the, the director has a substantial effect on the far-field radiation and half energy beam width of the antenna.

IV. CONCLUSION

A BAVA with and without a director element has been designed for use in microwave tomography, and the performance has been analysed through results for the lower frequencies of operation. The proposed design considered a narrower aperture width and a broader total width along with shorter total length, resulting in a $S_{11}$ of -10 dB or lower for
frequencies higher than 500 MHz. As expected, the inclusion of an immersion medium lowers the frequency of operation further at the expense of increasing undesirable losses to the power delivered by the antenna to the imaging domain. We have also observed that the effect of the diamond shape director of higher permittivity material is not very profound at lower frequencies, but results in higher directivity as the frequency increases. Future work will focus on the modifications of this design to reduce its overall dimensions for use in a multi-antenna array.
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